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     Trusting someone means we believe they’ll do what’s in our best interest. Trust is built slowly over time, but it can be lost in a moment. I understand that will take time and will only happen through what I do and not what I say. Trust is rebuilt slowly through our actions over time. God created us for relationships based on trust. In Genesis, the very first people we hear about, Adam and Eve. violated the trust that God placed in them. They didn’t do what they were asked to do even though they had been given everything they needed. Part of why some people have trouble trusting God is that key people in their lives have not been trustworthy; they haven’t kept their word, honored their commitments, or proven reliable. But see we need to be able to trust somebody becuse God WILL NOT get out of heaven to do anything for anyone.

      {The words of the wicked lie in wait for blood, but the speech of the upright rescues them. New Living Translation The words of the wicked are like a murderous ambush, but the words of the godly save lives.}

When it comes to trust, a sign should be hung over it saying, "Handle with Care." Some people find it easy to trust, while others find it very difficult.   

Trust is making yourself dependent upon another person for some result or outcome. It's a healthy dependency. You can't be forced into it. It's a voluntary response. It's an attitude, and it has three parts.  

First, you believe in your mind that the other person is trustworthy. Can you list several people in your life at the present time whom you believe to be trustworthy? Why do you believe this?   

Second, there is an emotional response in trust. You feel assurance or confidence in trusting the other person. Who comes to mind here?   

Finally, your behavior has to come into play when you act on the trust you perceive.  

Trust is when you're in the water and a friend reaches down his hand to pull you out and you reach up and grasp it. You don't hesitate or debate whether he really wants to rescue you. You believe. You feel confident. You reach out.  

But there is a risk in trust. The other person could let you down. Although all life involves some risk, loving makes you especially vulnerable. In fact, you can't be in a loving relationship unless you're willing to run the risk of being hurt. How do you know if you really trust the other person or not? You don't have a backup plan in case the other person lets you down. You don't have a plan "B" in case he or she fails you.   

I've seen the subtle ways trust is undermined in marriages. For example, a person says he will do something but his partner calls him or leaves reminder notes to be sure he does it, or even calls a store to check on him.   

Yes, it's true. When you trust, you're vulnerable.   

When two people in a relationship have mutual trust, they are sending messages to one another.  

They are saying, "I have confidence in you."   
They are saying, "I will be here for you when no one else is."   
They are saying, "You can depend on me for little and large things." 
They are saying, "I will be consistent, not changeable or impulsive." 
They are saying, "You can depend on me to speak the truth."  

So the question is this: If you are in a relationship, to what degree is that person trustworthy? And yes, the next question is, Are you a person of trust? 

Once, when a stubborn disputer seemed unconvinced, Lincoln said, "Well, let's see how many legs has a cow?" "Four, of course," came the reply disgustedly. "That's right," agreed Lincoln. "Now suppose you call the cow's tail a leg; how many legs would the cow have?" "Why, five, of course," was the confident reply. "Now, that's where you're wrong," said Lincoln. "Calling a cow's tail a leg doesn't make it a leg."

How To Deal with Broken Trust

The first step toward healing is complete and utter transparency. The offender must own his or her sin without any “yeah-buts.” It’s not okay to say, “I’m sorry I hurt you and let you down, but . . . ” It’s never okay to rationalize or justify sin. Ever. The only way to rebuild trust is to take full responsibility for our actions. Period. It’s also critical for the offended person to do some self-assessment as well. Broken trust is rarely 100% the other person’s fault.
 The next step involves a willingness to accept the consequences. The offender can and should be forgiven, but mercy and grace do not always eliminate “reaping what is sown.” Humility is demonstrated by being willing to suffer (if need be) without any angry or bitter resistance. When we are willing to accept the consequences for our actions, it builds trust because it demonstrates humbleness.
 The final step is the hardest one because it’s not something we humans tend to be good at: waiting. We must embrace a process that involves lots of time and many baby steps along the way. It requires not just one or two, but many open and probably painful conversations. The rebuilding of trust is a process and sometimes a slow one.

